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Dear Student,
We look forward to welcoming you to ONCAMPUS SUNY!
We understand that you are preparing for your U.S. university experience, and we hope that this Pre-arrival
Handbook helps you with your preparations.
ONCAMPUS SUNY is located at SUNY Morrisville, a State University of New York (SUNY) campus. Because
you will be an undergraduate student at SUNY Morrisville, you will have full access to the College’s faculty,
faculty advising, student services, student activities, university transportation, on-campus housing, dining
services, and facilities. You will be actively involved as a U.S. university student!
SUNY Morrisville’s faculty desires to provide their students with hands on learning environments,
experiential learning, and good student-professor relationships. The ONCAMPUS SUNY program will also
provide you with valuable learning experiences through your support classes and cultural field trips.
Your Orientation begins on Monday, January 14, 2019. You will receive the Orientation schedule upon
check-in at Program Registration.
We are excited along with you to see how you will advance in your educational goals within the ONCAMPUS
SUNY program!
The ONCAMPUS SUNY Team
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With approximately only 1,500 students living on campus, it makes your learning
experience a personalized one.
Multiple dining facilities including: Seneca Dining Center, Mustang Alley, Smooth
Jazzy Joz, The Pit Stop, and Stix. Let’s not forget to mention the Copper Turret
restaurant in town as well, where you can use your Mustang Money.
Easy to access campus library offers study areas, computer work and print stations,
and a document scanner, as well as reference consultations, interlibrary loan,
information literacy instruction, databases to 100,000 periodicals and 20,000 ebooks/
streaming video, and iPad check outs.
The on campus IT Help Desk, staffed with knowledgeable professionals and students,
assists all students with laptop hardware or software problems.
SUNY Morrisville has its very own IcePlex, open to students for public ice skating as
well as sporting events.
40+ Student clubs and organizations – There is something for everyone!
On campus transportation to local airports and other cities.
The Campus Activities Board offers over 600 activities each year. There are comedies,
movies, mall trips, music, lectures and more!
Additional campus highlights include:
Fitness Center and Gym offers students to fuel their body while studying fuels their
minds. The fitness center features a variety of weight training machines, treadmills,
steppers, elliptical trainers and other aerobic machines as well as an aerobics room.
There is even a gas fireplace for everyone to enjoy when the workout is over.
The Observatory on the east side of campus houses the Schelter Telescope, a 12.5 inch
handmade Newtonian telescope. At close to 100 years old, the telescope has been kept
in working order through refurbishment and restoration.
Sheila Johnson Design Center provides students with state-of-the-art technology, tools
and space necessary in today’s academic climate.
Equine Rehabilitation Center is a modern facility that offers equipment and
rehabilitation techniques to keep healthy horses conditioned and to help injured equine
athletes recover post injury or post-surgery. It is one of very few publicly accessible
equine rehabilitation facilities in the Northeast.
Nelson Farms is a SUNY Morrisville run food processing plant, with their fresh locallygrown groceries sold at the Nelson Country Store.
Walking trail along the Chenango River is located near the Aquaculture Center.
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ONCAMPUS SUNY offers you full support to assist you in booking your housing before you arrive on campus. The
housing options below allow ONCAMPUS students the opportunity to experience life on campus with all of the
comforts of home. In this fully immersive setting, living alongside American students in the residence halls, you will
enjoy the luxuries of life on campus like any other SUNY Morrisville student. Please note that SUNY Morrisville is a
smoke-free campus. This means that smoking is NOT allowed inside or within twenty feet of any building on
campus. Complete the Housing Questionnaire included with this Pre-arrival Handbook and send it to the Student
Support Advisor at SSA-SUNY@oncampus.global as soon as possible. The earlier you submit your Housing
Questionnaire the better chance you will have at getting your preferred room.

Housing Options
Cayuga Hall—Iroquois Quad
Cayuga Hall houses students in singles or
suites with two double rooms. In the suites
the double rooms open onto an adjoining
common area where the entrance to the
hallway is located. Each room in the suite
measures approximately 12.5’ x 11’. Shared
gender dedicated bathrooms are located on
each floor. Cayuga Hall offers laundry,
recycling, vending, rooms that are wired for
cable TV, weekday mail delivery, and wireless
internet access. A large recreational lounge is
located on the first floor with a pool table,
ping pong table, and 52” flat screen
television. The building does not have a
kitchen but you can get access to the public
kitchen in Mohawk Hall upon request. Check
out this link for more information and
pictures of Cayuga Hall.
Commons I and II
The Commons are attractive options with
standard apartments that include a shared
living room, kitchen and dining area, 1.5
bathrooms, and 4 single bedrooms. All
apartments are fully air conditioned and are
cable TV wired with wireless internet
connections in each bedroom. They are fully
furnished with kitchen table and chairs, living
room sofas and tables, microwave,
refrigerator/freezer and a stove/oven. Each
bedroom has a bed, desk, chair and dresser.
The Commons also offer laundry, recycling,
vending, and weekday mail delivery services.
These two dormitories are located a ten to
fifteen minute walk from Butcher Library.
During the fall and spring semesters shuttle service is offered to and from the Commons buildings. You can find
more information and pictures at this link for the Commons.
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Fountain View Hall—Pond Quad
Fountain View Hall is a 24-hour quiet study
building that is same sex by floor with shared
gender dedicated bathrooms. The building
contains singles, split-double, and split-triple
suites. The “split” refers to partial walls that
create semi-private study areas. The hall offers
residents access to a courtyard that opens to the
sky and a view of Helyar Pond. The first floor
contains a recreational lounge with a television
and pool, foosball, and ping pong tables. There is
also a small conference room that can be
reserved for study groups. Fountain View Hall
offers laundry, recycling, vending, rooms wired
for cable TV, weekday mail delivery services, and
wireless internet access. Find more information
and pictures at this link for Fountain View Hall.
Mohawk Hall—Iroquois Quad
Mohawk Hall is a corridor style building that
is comprised of all double occupancy rooms.
The double rooms measure approximately
15’ x 13’. The floors are organized same sex
by wing with some mixed gender floors. All
floors have dedicated gender bathrooms.
On the ground floor there is a recreational
lounge with a television, pool table, and a
public kitchen. There is also a study lounge
on the first floor. Mohawk Hall offers
laundry, recycling, vending, rooms wired for
cable TV, weekday mail delivery services,
and wireless internet access to all residents.
Follow this link for more information and
pictures of Mohawk Hall.
Oneida Hall—Iroquois Quad
Oneida Hall consists of all single rooms and
with designated gender wings. The rooms measure approximately 12.5’ x 11’. Shared gender dedicated bathrooms are
located on each floor. The building includes a recreational lounge on the first floor with both ping pong and pool tables.
Students wishing to cook may request access to the public kitchen in Mohawk Hall. Oneida Hall offers laundry, recycling,
vending, rooms wired for cable TV, weekday mail delivery services, and wireless internet access. You can find more
information at this link for Oneida Hall.
Onondaga Hall—Iroquois Quad
Onondaga Hall is comprised of double occupancy rooms that are organized in same sex wings. The double rooms
measure approximately 15’ x 13’. Bathrooms are shared by wing. The building contains a recreational lounge on the
ground floor with a pool table and television. Onondaga Hall offers laundry, recycling, vending, rooms wired for cable TV,
weekday mail delivery services, and wireless internet access. Check out this link for more information on Onondaga Hall.
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Dormitory

Location

Room
Options

Cayuga Hall Iroquois Quad  Single Room

 Double Room

Kitchen

Bathrooms

Cleaning

 No Kitchen

 Share gender  Students are

dedicated
responsible to
bathrooms on clean their rooms.
each floor.
 Hall bathrooms
are cleaned by
cleaning staff.

Traditional
Style

Amenities
 Laundry
 Recreational Lounge
 Recycling
 Vending
 Weekday Mail

Delivery

 Wired for Cable TV
 Wireless Internet

Commons I 10 minute
walk
and II

 Four single

bedrooms per
apartment

 Yes

 Share 1.5

bathrooms

Apartment
Style

 Students are

responsible to
clean their rooms
and the common
areas.

 Air Conditioning
 Laundry
 Lounge
 Recycling
 Vending
 Weekday Mail

Delivery

 Wired for Cable TV
 Wireless Internet

Fountain
View Hall
Traditional
Style

Pond Quad

 Single Room
 Split-Double

 No Kitchen

 Share gender  Students are

dedicated
responsible to
bathrooms on clean their rooms.
each floor.
 Hall bathrooms
are cleaned by
cleaning staff.

Room
 Split-Triple
Room

 24 Hour Quiet Study

Building

 Laundry
 Recycling
 Vending
 Weekday Mail

Delivery

 Wired for Cable TV
 Wireless Internet

Mohawk
Hall
Traditional
Style

Iroquois Quad  Double Room  Public
Kitchen

 Share gender  Students are

dedicated
responsible to
bathrooms on clean their rooms.
each floor.
 Hall bathrooms
are cleaned by
cleaning staff.

 Laundry
 Recreational Lounge
 Recycling
 Study Lounge
 Vending
 Weekday Mail

Delivery

 Wired for Cable TV
 Wireless Internet

Oneida Hall Iroquois Quad  Single Room

 No Kitchen

 Share gender  Students are

dedicated
responsible to
bathrooms on clean their rooms.
each floor.
 Hall bathrooms
are cleaned by
cleaning staff.

Traditional
Style

 Laundry
 Recreational Lounge
 Recycling
 Vending
 Weekday Mail

Delivery

 Wired for Cable TV
 Wireless Internet

Onondaga
Hall

Iroquois Quad  Double Room  No Kitchen

 Share gender  Students are

dedicated
responsible to
bathrooms on clean their rooms.
each floor.
 Hall bathrooms
are cleaned by
cleaning staff.

Traditional
Style

 Laundry
 Recreational Lounge
 Recycling
 Vending
 Weekday Mail

Delivery

 Wired for Cable TV
 Wireless Internet

Please keep in mind that ALL students are required to move to the Commons for the summer semester. This is
because the other dormitories close and the Commons provides air-conditioning for the warm summer months.
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Check out this video to get a bird’s eye view of our campus:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcet5h48NC8.

The buildings in the center of campus are displayed inside of the red rectangle.

Money
It is a good idea to have U.S. dollars for spending during the first few days.
Internationally accepted credit cards will also be helpful.
Snacks
You may want to bring snacks in case you arrive on campus in between meals.

Power Adapter
The electricity supply in
the U.S. is 120v,
so you may need to
purchase an adapter
for your electronics.

Clothing
Morrisville has all four seasons and can be very humid and warm in the summer to very cold and snowy in the winter.
You should bring clothes for the season in which you will arrive. Bring the following:
Spring Semester (January-May)
Long pants or jeans
Boots, sneakers, and loafers
Sweaters and sweatshirts
Hats, gloves, and scarves
Heavy coats

Summer Semester (May to August)
Pants or shorts
Loafers, flip flops, or sandals
Long or short sleeve T-shirts
Tank tops
Blazer or light jacket

Fall Semester (September to
December)
Sweaters and sweatshirts
Jackets and coats
Pants or shorts
Gloves and scarves

Before you leave for ONCAMPUS SUNY, pack a separate box of clothes for the next season to be mailed at a later date
by a family member or friend.
Weather.com average highs for Morrisville, NY
Jan
-3 C

March

June

July

-1 C

Books
Personal
You might want to bring books and dictionaries that you
frequently use to help you with your studies. (An
electronic dictionary may be more convenient.) However,
if bringing your books is too heavy, you are able to
purchase books at local bookstores or on the Internet.
Textbooks
Your courses will require you to purchase certain
textbooks at the Campus Bookstore once you arrive.
Textbook costs are in addition to the cost of tuition and
fees. The approximate textbook costs are $350 - 400 per
semester.
Translator Dictionary
Students may bring translator dictionaries to use in the
classroom at the instructor’s discretion. This does NOT
include cell phone applications and cell phone use is NOT
allowed in the classroom.

Pictures/ Mementos
Consider bringing pictures of your family, friends, pets, or
neighborhood. Sometimes
being away from home can be
quite hard. Having something
that reminds you of your home
and the people you love can
help you feel better during the
days you miss home and the people you care about.
Personal Medications
If you are taking any medication, make sure it is approved
and legal in the United States and then bring enough to
last you until you can see another doctor in the U.S.
Personal toiletries
If there is a particular soap, toothpaste or other bathroom
product you prefer, you should bring enough until you can
find equivalents in the U.S.
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Laptops are mandatory for both Orientation and the ONCAMPUS SUNY program. You may bring your laptop computer
with you or choose to buy one when you arrive in the U.S. If you choose to buy a laptop in the U.S., you must purchase
one at a store or from Morrisville Auxiliary Corporation’s Technology Center before Orientation on Monday, January
14, 2019. All laptops must have a minimum of Microsoft Office 2016 software (Excel, PowerPoint, Word, etc.).
Please remember to mark whether or not you will be bringing a laptop or purchasing one upon arrival on the Laptop
Questionnaire. This should be completed and emailed to the Student Support Advisor at SSA-SUNY@oncampus.global
as soon as you have made a decision.
You can find more information on the laptops offered by Morrisville Auxiliary Corporation’s Technology Center below:
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What NOT to bring




Food preparation appliances, such 

as Microwaves, Toasters, Hot
Plates, Hot Pots, Rice Cookers
Coffee makers without



Candles and/or Incense



Air Conditioners and/or Electric
Heaters

Pets (seeing eye dogs or
assistance dogs are acceptable)



Wireless routers

Halogen Lamps



Smoking paraphernalia (hookahs
or pipes)

automatic shut off

Linens and Bathroom Necessities
SUNY Morrisville’s Residence Halls will have bedding and linens for you
upon arrival. Please find below what you will receive in your dormitory
room:


3-piece Sheet Set (Fitted Sheet, Top Sheet, and Pillow Case)



Pillow



Bath Towels (2)



Wash Cloths (2)



Fleece Blanket

Shopping Trip
There will be a shopping trip to Walmart, a discount department store, the weekend of your arrival to purchase any
additional linens and bathroom necessities you may want. You will have an opportunity to sign up for the trip upon
arrival to your student dormitory. We include a shopping planner in your welcome folder to help you determine what
you may want for your on campus dormitory room.
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ONCAMPUS SUNY students receive SUNY Morrisville’s 17 Meal Plan, providing students with 17 all-you-care-to-eat
meals per week along with the added bonus of guest meals and Dining Plus Points. Dining Plus Points can be used
towards meals at any SUNY Morrisville dining facility, and even at the off-campus Copper Turret restaurant.
SUNY Morrisville has a variety of dining facilities:
Seneca Dining Center is an all you-can-eat option and features a variety of
balanced and delicious meals throughout the day. Students can choose from
freshly made deli sandwiches, hot entrees, soups, vegetables, an extensive salad
bar, grilled items, and hot specials. As an extra treat, Seneca also offers a
delectable desert bar featuring ice cream that is made on campus.
Mustang Alley is a food court-style dining facility invites students to roam through the many food stations, choosing from an
abundant assortment of foods. The Field of Greens area offers a variety of salads, paninis, wraps, sandwiches and soups. The
World’s Fare section features entrées that highlight flavors of the world. 3rd Degree
Grill doesn’t stop sizzling all day long; offering made-to-order burgers, philly steaks,
quesadillas, Buffalo chicken sandwiches and fries, just to name a few! Noodle
Fusion features a variety of pastas, sauces, a noodle bar, and a daily featured item.
The Brick Yard Pizza area features a brick oven to bake our homemade hand-tossed
pizza dough brushed with our top secret pizza sauce. Create your own unique pizza or
calzone or enjoy one of our daily pizza specials.
Smooth Jazzy Joz offers a wide variety of beverage enjoyment, from Espresso,
Café lattes, Cappuccino, and Iced Coffee to milkshakes, smoothies and juices. SJJ
features a large, fully stocked pastry counter and also many specialty ice cream
flavors along with our very own brand, Molly’s Choice, made right on campus.
The Pit Stop is for all your to-go items and stocks over 30 different beverages
ranging from flavored waters, energy drinks, assorted sodas and nutritious juices
to name a few. A wide assortment of snack items fill our shelves and our freezers,
and refrigerators are stocked with individually packaged breakfast, lunch and
dinner items for your convenience. Our coffee is made from beans that we grind
on premise daily and each pot is always piping hot and delicious. We also offer a
large selection of Tazo tea.
Stix is in the IcePlex and is popular for made-to-order sub sandwiches, pizza,
chicken tenders, our famous Bosco Sticks and more.
In addition to the options above, Dining Services also offers:
• Boxed meals for students with schedule conflicts
• Personalized cakes and birthday celebration packs
The Copper Turret is located on Main Street in downtown Morrisville. The
restaurant is known for hand crafted meals created with fresh local ingredients.
Hospitality students gain real world experience helping to run the restaurant that
also contains a wireless classroom and learning kitchen for university classes.
Local Restaurants
Please visit Madison County’s website to find local dining experiences: http://www.madisontourism.com/index.php/
food-bev1.
Store
There is a Dollar General store within walking distance of SUNY Morrisville at 34 West Main Street.
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ONCAMPUS SUNY requires a Mathematics Placement Exam, a Writing Placement Exam, an English Exam, and a
Reading Exam during Orientation. These exams are used to place students in the best classes for their abilities.
Mathematics Placement Exam
Practice questions for the Mathematics Placement Exam are available online at the following links:
Pre-algebra
http://www.morrisville.edu/documents/academics/lamathandsciencemath/prealgebra.pdf
Elementary Algebra
http://www.morrisville.edu/documents/academics/lamathandsciencemath/
elementary_algebra.pdf
Intermediate Algebra
http://www.morrisville.edu/documents/academics/lamathandsciencemath/
intermediate_algebra.pdf
College Algebra and Pre-calculus
http://www.morrisville.edu/documents/academics/lamathandsciencemath/college_algebra_and_precalculus.pdf
Please let us know if you have trouble accessing the practice questions so we can email you the individual documents.
 If students wish to improve their Math Placement Exam score, they are allowed to take it only ONE more time.

Writing Placement Exam
Students take the Writing Placement Exam during Orientation. This exam cannot be retaken. Based on their writing,
students are placed into one of the following writing courses:
SKLS 088
Writing Essentials
This course is designed to develop the basic language skills. It is a developmental skills course, grounding students in
the mechanics of Standard English through sentence construction and paragraph organization and development.
These credits do NOT count toward graduation credit.
COMP 100
Introduction to College Writing
Review of essay components and structure. Students will refine their mastery of Standard English by writing narrative
essays that demonstrate college-level thesis construction and execution. Pre-requisite: Placement in COMP 100; or C
or better in SKLS 088.
COMP 101
Composition and Research
College composition and research. Students practice modes of rhetoric by writing expository essays, culminating in an
argumentative research paper. Pre-requisite: Placement in COMP 101 or C or better in COMP 100.
English Exam
An English exam is given to students during Orientation. This exam checks your English language level to determine
correct program level placement, and assesses the following English skills: listening, grammar, vocabulary, and
reading. It is not possible for a student to prepare for the exam ahead of time.
Reading Exam
As part of your overall English assessment you will also be given the Adapted SAT Reading Comprehension Exam.

*If it is found that a student’s English language level does not match their English level at Admission, the
student may be required to change program level or go to Stafford House International in Boston,
Massachusetts to improve their English before starting the ONCAMPUS SUNY program.
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Students who want to do their best on the Writing Placement Exam and English Exam should practice listening,
reading, and writing each day before arrival. If you are looking for some online English resources or websites where you
can practice your English, below is a fairly comprehensive list:


BBC Learning English
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/



Cambridge Dictionary – an online dictionary
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/learnerenglish/



Elllo – Short audio clips of conversation
http://www.elllo.org/



English Listening
https://www.englishlistening.com/




Daily ESL: Conversation Starters for English Students
http://www.dailyesl.com/



Dave’s ESL Café – A general English language practice
site http://www.eslcafe.com/students/




Phonetics: The Sound of American English – Mouth
simulations to help with accurate English
pronunciation
http://soundsofspeech.uiowa.edu/english/english.html

Randall’s ESL Cyber Listening Lab – A collection of
listening exercises. http://www.esl-lab.com/

Voice of America: Learning English
http://learningenglish.voanews.com/
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Semester 1

Students are required to attend all of
their classes each semester.

Course

Credits

SKLS 087 Reading Essentials

0

SKLS 087 Reading Essentials Recitation

0

THEA 125 Play Production*

3

THEA 125 Play Production Recitation

0

SKLS 088 Writing Essentials

0

SKLS 088 Writing Essentials Recitation

0

GNED 100 First Year Experience

2

Math: Based on Placement Exam
SKLS 091 Pre-Algebra (0 credits) OR
MAGN 101 Elementary Algebra OR
MATH 102 Intermediate Algebra with Trigonometry OR
MATH 103 College Algebra with Trigonometry OR
MATH 147 Selected Topics in PreCalculus OR
MATH 161 Calculus I

0-4

OCS 120 University Success Seminar

0

Course

Credits

OCS 001 Step Ahead

0

MUSI 101 Introduction to Music and Art*

3

Personalized Tutoring (0.5 – 1 hour per week)

0

BIOL 101 Introduction to Biology with Lab*

4

Total

5-9

GEOG 101 Introduction to World Geography*

3

**There will be a Recitation for each of the courses
offered. **

0

COMP 100 Introduction to College Writing

3

COMP 100 Introduction to College Writing Recitation

0

Math: Based on Semester 1
SKLS 091 Pre-Algebra (0 credits) OR
MAGN 101 Elementary Algebra OR
MATH 102 Intermediate Algebra with Trigonometry OR
MATH 103 College Algebra with Trigonometry OR
MATH 147 Selected Topics in PreCalculus OR
MATH 161 Calculus I OR
MATH 162 Calculus II

0-4

OCS 121 University Success Seminar I

0

Personalized Tutoring (0.5 – 1 hour per week)

0

Total

13 - 17

Semester 2

*SUNY Morrisville reserves the right to change these courses.
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Semester 1
Course

Credits

MUSI 101 Introduction to Music and Art*

3

MUSI 101 Introduction to Music and Art Recitation

0

BIOL 101 Introduction to Biology with Lab*

4

BIOL 101 Introduction to Biology Recitation

0

SKLS 088 Writing Essentials and
0-3
SKLS O88 Writing Essentials Recitation OR
COMP 100 Introduction to College Writing and
COMP 100 Introduction to College Writing Recitation OR
COMP 101 Composition and Research and
COMP 101 Composition and Research Recitation

Semester 2

GNED 100 First Year Experience

2

Math: Based on Placement Exam
SKLS 091 Pre-Algebra (0 credits) OR
MAGN 101 Elementary Algebra OR
MATH 102 Intermediate Algebra with Trigonometry OR
MATH 103 College Algebra with Trigonometry OR
MATH 147 Selected Topics in PreCalculus OR
MATH 161 Calculus I

0-4

OCS 121 University Success Seminar I

0

Total

9 - 16

Students are required to attend all of
their classes each semester.

Course

Credits

CHEM 101 Basic Chemistry with Lab*
CHEM 101 Basic Chemistry Recitation OR
PHYS 107 Introductory to Physics I*

4

Two of the following will be offered:
COMM 121 Theories of Interpersonal Communication*
ECON 140 Introduction to Microeconomics*
GEOG 101 Introduction to World Regional Geography*
PSYC 101 Introduction to Psychology*
SOCI 101 Introduction to Sociology*

3+3

**There will be a Recitation for each of the courses
offered. **

0

COMP 100 Introduction to College Writing and
COMP 100 Intro to College Writing Recitation OR
COMP 101 Composition and Research and
COMP 101 Composition and Research Recitation OR
COMP 102 Writing About Literature and
COMP 102 Writing About Literature Recitation

3

Math: Based on Semester 1
0-4
SKLS 091 Pre-Algebra (0 credits) OR
MAGN 101 Elementary Algebra OR
MATH 102 Intermediate Algebra with Trigonometry OR
MATH 103 College Algebra with Trigonometry OR
MATH 147 Selected Topics in PreCalculus OR
MATH 161 Calculus I OR
MATH 162 Calculus II
OCS 122 University Success Seminar II

0

Total

13 - 17

*SUNY Morrisville reserves the right to change these courses.
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ART 100 INTRODUCTION TO THE VISUAL ARTS 3 Credits
This course introduces students to the world of visual arts, including how to look at, interpret, analyze, and understand a variety of
art forms, 142 IX such as drawing, printmaking, painting, sculpture, architecture, design, and the camera arts. We study art from
around the world and from the beginning of human civilization as a way of understanding the social, political, and cultural attitudes
that influence how art is produced, viewed, and critiqued.
BIOL 101 INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGY 4 Credits
This course provides a basic introduction to biological principals for non-biology related majors. Lecture topics in this course
include: introduction to science, the chemistry of life, cellular organization of life, heredity and natural selection, biological
diversity, and population and community ecology. The lab covers a variety of techniques and tools related to the investigation of
selected topics in biology.
CHEM 101 - BASIC CHEMISTRY WITH LAB - 4 Credits
Primarily for students with no previous chemistry. Fundamentals of chemistry including mathematical concepts, classification and
states of matter, chemistry symbols, formulas and equations, Chemical reactions, mole concepts, atomic structure, bonding and
solutions.
COMM 121 THEORIES OF INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION 3 Credits
This course examines dyadic communication and the major variables that impact it. Some issues which will be examined are issues
of gender, power, conflict, and culture. Nonverbal communication and the impacts of technology will also be included. Students
are given opportunities through in-class exercises and writing assignments to learn new theories, apply them and to assess their
competence in using them.
COMP 100 INTRODUCTION TO COLLEGE WRITING 3 Credits
Review of essay components and structure. Students will refine their mastery of Standard English by writing narrative essays that
demonstrate college-level thesis construction and execution.
COMP 101 COMPOSITION AND RESEARCH 3 Credits
College composition and research. Students practice modes of rhetoric by writing expository essays, culminating in an
argumentative research paper.
COMP 102 WRITING ABOUT LITERATURE 3 Credits
Introduction to literature. Students learn the elements of literature by studying different genres to develop interpretive and
analytical skills Pre-requisite C or better in COMP 101.
ECON 140 INTRODUCTION TO MICROECONOMICS 3 Credits
Basic micro-economics related to the development of today’s American economic system. Principles of production, operation of
the price system, the competitive market model, oligopoly, monopoly and the role of government, allocation of economic
resources, income distribution, role of the U.S. in the international economy.
GEOG 101 AN INTRODUCTION TO WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY 3 Credits
This course introduces basic geographical concepts and an overview of the geography of the world. Students examine the world’s
major cultural regions, with emphasis on geographical aspects of contemporary economic, environmental, social and political
relationships with the physical environment. Broader themes include connections among local and global ways of life in various
world regions and the persistence of traditional cultures in the face of increasing socioeconomic and political interdependency.
GNED 100 FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE 2 Credits
A survey of factors leading to academic success including the transition from home to college life, attitude structures, learning
techniques, and skill development.
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MAGN 101 - ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA 3 Credits
Topics include: Review of basic arithmetic skills. Properties of the real number system, terminology, and vocabulary; Solving linear
equations and inequalities in one variable; Literal equations and applications of algebra; Integer exponents; Operations on
Polynomials; Factoring; 197 IX Operations on Rational expressions; Graphing linear equations. (TI-30 required )
MATH 102 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA WITH TRIGONOMETRY 3 Credits
Topics include: Exponents, roots, and radicals; Functions and their graphs; Solving and graphing quadratic equations and
applications; Solving, radical, equations; Equations in quadratic form; General angle trigonometry; Solving systems of linear
equations in two or three variables and applications. (TI-83 plus or TI-84 plus required, TI-Nspire or similar calculator is not
allowed.)
MATH 147 SELECTED TOPICS IN PRECALCULUS 3 Credits
Topics include: Functions and their inverse; Polynomial functions; Operations on complex numbers; Rational functions and their
graphs; Trigonometric identities; Inverse trigonometric functions; Trigonometric equations. Emphasis on calculator solutions. (TI-83
plus or TI-84 plus required, TI-Nspire or similar calculator is not allowed.)
MATH 161 CALCULUS I 4 Credits
Topics include: Review of algebra and analytic geometry; Concepts of limit and derivative of a function; Differentiation and
integration of functions including trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic functions and inverse trigonometric functions;
Applications to engineering. (TI-83 plus or TI-84 plus required.) Prerequisite: Math 147 (C or better required) or initial math
placement of MATH 161.
MATH 162 CALCULUS II 4 Credits
Topics include: Applications of integration and integration techniques; Infinite series; Parametric equations and polar coordinates;
Applications to engineering. (TI-83 plus or TI-84 plus required.) Prerequisite: MATH 161 (C or better required)
MUSI 101 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC AND ART 3 Credits
An overview of the stylistic and cultural elements of the great epochs of western civilization as expressed through its art and music.
PHYS 107 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS I 3 Credits
An introduction into the concepts and methods of scientific inquiry illustrated using elements of classical mechanics complemented
with laboratory experiments. Topics include translational and rotational motions of particles and rigid bodies, analyzed using
simple algebra-based Newtonian kinematics, dynamics and statics, and conservation of energy and momentum.
PSYC 101 INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY 3 Credits
This course includes an introduction to the scientific study of behavior, mental processes, and the influences upon them. It also
covers major theories and findings in psychology, including learning, cognition, abnormal psychology, and others.
SKLS 088 Writing Essentials 0 Credits
This course is designed to develop the basic language skills. It is a developmental skills course, grounding students in the mechanics
of Standard English through sentence construction and paragraph organization and development.
SKLS 091 PRE-ALGEBRA 0 Credits
This course consists of basic mathematics with the ground work for introductory algebra. Topics include covers operations with
whole numbers, integers, fractions, decimals, percents and application problems for each area. Students will learn strategies for
solving problems without the use of a calculator. The goal of Pre-algebra is to prepare the student 217 IX to deal with math as it
occurs in everyday life and to prepare the student for introductory algebra.
SOCI 101 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY 3 Credits
Introduction to sociological concepts, with description and analysis of the structure and dynamics of human society. Consideration
of contemporary social institutional trends and of the reciprocal relationship among individuals and institutions.
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What is a Recitation?
Most undergraduate courses you will take have a Recitation course directly associated with them. You might be asking
yourself what a Recitation is. A Recitation is a mandatory course that is an extension of an undergraduate course. All
the work you do in a Recitation will be calculated as part of your grade in the connected undergraduate course.
Students also earn an individual grade for the Recitation. You will find all the academic and English support you need
for your undergraduate courses in the Recitations.
OCS 001 Step Ahead
Students receive guidance on undergraduate course assignments, and work to complete them in class. Furthermore,
students review and practice those language and academic skills that need more development.
OCS 120 University Success Seminar
This course helps first year international students to become fluid in U.S. university life, which will enable them to feel
confident in class, around campus, and in the community. Transfer workshops and advising are conducted in
association with this course in order to help students through the transfer process.
OCS 121 University Success Seminar I
This course provides freshman year international students with an introduction to higher education and student life in
the U.S. Sessions on U.S. higher education, study skills, study purpose, and cultural understanding are offered. Transfer
advising one-on-ones and workshops are conducted in association with this course in order to help students through
the transfer process.

OCS 122 University Success Seminar II
This course focuses on the study of U.S. culture as a vehicle to help students make their thinking visible, a skill much
needed to develop critical thinking for undergraduate studies. Transfer advising one-on-one sessions are conducted in
association with this course in order to ensure students a smooth transition to their school of choice at the end of the
semester.
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Study Perspective
International students must prepare their minds for a different learning environment and to study hard in U.S.
university. There will be distinct academic expectations and approaches to critical thinking. To further this, you will be
required to handle these adjustments in the English language. Therefore, there must be enough intrinsic motivation to
continue studying the English language in order to manage the academic demands of undergraduate courses.
Ultimately, your goal should be to use English as you would your native language(s). University in the U.S. is harder
than high school, not easier. Students are expected to attend every class session, and submit every course assignment
leading up to the quizzes and exams. In the classroom students should hold good posture, maintain regular eye
contact, and actively listen to the instructor. The learning process is valued more than the final results, but the final
results are still heavily weighed. Direct communication with professors/instructors is customary. In fact, students
should email professors/instructors or utilize their office hours to maintain communication, especially if a student
misses class. If a professor/instructor/advisor makes a recommendation (i.e. tutoring services) for your academic
success, it is anticipated you follow it. It is important to be realistic about what you need to work on as a learner, and
develop a good learner’s attitude as well as good habits of mind.

Student Worker Policy
An ONCAMPUS SUNY student is eligible to work at SUNY Morrisville beginning in his or her second semester of study in
the program if the student has good academic standing. Students are NOT
allowed to work in the first semester.
The following criteria meets good academic standing:
Semester One GPA of 3.0
Semester One ONCAMPUS SUNY support classes grade average of 85%
Active participation in ONCAMPUS SUNY field trips/events
All job applications can only be for open on-campus positions at SUNY Morrisville. If a student is interested in applying
for a job, the student must first get written approval from the Center Director of ONCAMPUS SUNY. This written
approval is required to share with the hiring department in order to apply for a job. The Center Director will only give
approval if the student is in good academic standing.
Students are required to go through the standard hiring process of the department for which they are applying. The
hiring department determines whether a student is capable of being hired. If a student is hired, the student must
report the job title and job location to the Center Director. The student can work up to 20 hours per week as long as
there is no interference with the student’s course schedule and course requirements. If the student struggles to
uphold good academic standing, the Center Director will contact the hiring department to discuss the concern.

Please note that if you work during your second semester, you should NOT expect this part-time work to
cover your tuition costs or living expenses.
This policy supports ONCAMPUS SUNY program requirements and F-1 visa regulations.
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Please note: You must pay the full academic year’s fees BEFORE the start of the ONCAMPUS SUNY program.
ONCAMPUS SUNY requires payment via Flywire*:

Take advantage of our streamlined international payment process which gives you the option to pay in your own
currency (most currencies available) with competitive foreign exchange rates available and no bank charges.
Simply visit https://www.flywire.com/pay/oncampus and follow the instructions on the website. Please include your
CEG student reference number with the payment.
*In many countries you can pay online via Flywire using your credit or debit card, however in some countries please be
aware that the process may still involve making a transfer through your bank.
If you do not have access to the internet and need another payment method, please contact +44 1223 345698 for
details.
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Please follow this transportation guide for a smooth arrival to ONCAMPUS SUNY.

Arrival Airport
Arrive to Hancock International Airport in Syracuse, New York between Friday, January 11 and
Sunday, January 13, 2019. There will be taxi, Uber, and Lyft drivers available curbside or nearby
to take you to campus. Email your completed Travel Questionnaire to the Student Support Advisor
at SSA -SUNY@oncampus.global by Monday, December 31, 2018.

Transportation from Syracuse
The ride is forty miles and approximately fifty minutes from Syracuse to SUNY Morrisville. Students are responsible for
arranging their own transportation to campus. Review the following transportation options and contact your Student
Support Advisor at SSA-SUNY@oncampus.global if you have any questions. The best way to get a cheap fare is to
coordinate with other students arriving at the airport on the same day to share a taxi or rideshare service. There is an
option on the Travel Questionnaire to allow us to help you connect with students arriving on the same day.

A. Taxi Service

Car
20% Tip
The cost for taxi service from the airport to
1 Person $113.00 + $22.60
campus is approximately $113 in a car or $165
in a mini van. You can save money by sharing 2 People $56.50 + $11.30
the taxi with other students.
3 People $37.67 + $7.54

Mini Van

20% Tip

1 Person $165.00 +

$33.00

2 People $82.50

+

$16.50

3 People $55.00

+

$11.00

*Please note that you are responsible to pay the taxi fare and provide a tip for the driver. Taxi drivers are
normally tipped 15-20% of the total fare. The taxicabs are equipped to accept both credit cards or cash.
Find a taxi upon arrival outside of the baggage claim area at the curbside. Hancock International
Airport is small and there is a map on page 23 of this Pre-arrival Handbook. If you are not sure, do not
be afraid to ask the friendly airport staff for help. Provide the taxi driver with your name and intended
dormitory for arrival at SUNY Morrisville. Your dormitory building information will be emailed to you as
soon as we receive it. This is typically 3-4 days before the Arrival Period.

B. Ridesharing: Uber or Lyft
The ridesharing services of Uber and Lyft are available at Hancock
International Airport in Syracuse, NY. Students that choose to use Uber and
Lyft book rides through the mobile phone applications available on both
Apple and Android smart phones. The cost for a ride to campus with a
rideshare service is typically lower than the cost of a taxi. You can find out
more about Uber and Lyft at the following links: www.uber.com and
www.lyft.com. If you choose to use Uber or Lyft, you will meet the driver outside of the baggage claim area at the
curbside and need to provide the driver with your dormitory building information at SUNY Morrisville. Your dormitory
building information will be emailed to you with a campus map as soon as it is communicated to our office. This is
typically 3-4 days before the Arrival Period.

Weather Delays
If there is a storm and you are delayed overnight, please stay at Best Western Syracuse Airport Inn (http://
book.bestwestern.com/bestwestern/US/NY/North-Syracuse-hotels/BEST-WESTERN-Syracuse-Airport-Inn/
Hotel-Overview.do?propertyCode=33079). The Best Western Syracuse Airport Inn offers free shuttle
service to the hotel from the airport. There is an on-site restaurant open for dinner, and free breakfast is
served for hotel guests. The hotel will be able to call a taxi for you upon request in the morning.
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Family and Friends
Indicate on the Travel Questionnaire if any family or friends will be traveling with you to campus. Please note that they
will need to book a local accommodation and arrange their own transportation to and from campus. There is NO local
transportation and they CANNOT stay on campus in your dormitory room. You can review a list of local
accommodations at the following link: https://www.madisontourism.com/lodging/.

If you change your email address or experience difficulty in opening emails at anytime, please notify the
ONCAMPUS SUNY Office.

If you are delayed for any reason please call, text, or WhatsApp the ONCAMPUS SUNY cell phone at 617678-5405 or send a WeChat message to Sara@ONCAMPUSSUNY.
The staff will NOT be in the office at all times during the Arrival Period.

Arriving in Morrisville
Upon arrival to campus your taxi or rideshare should drop you off at your student dormitory. The Residence
Hall staff will help you to check into your designated room and provide campus information. Look for a white
ONCAMPUS SUNY Welcome Folder in your room. This folder contains all of the information you need for
the weekend as you become familiar with your new home.
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An updated map will be added and shared at the completion of the Hancock International Airport renovation
project on October 31, 2018.
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ID Card
During Orientation you will receive a SUNY Morrisville ID card that is a necessary part of
your college experience and serves as:
 Library Card: You have access to take out any of the thousands of books, DVDS, or
iPads that are all located in Butcher Library. If you cannot find what you are looking
for there, you may also request books from neighboring libraries through
Interlibrary Loan. Your library card also provides you with access to important
on-line databases that you will need to complete classwork.
 Residence Hall Access: This card will provide you with access to the residence hall where you live. It functions as
your house key.
 Meal Plan: You use your ID card whenever you go to the dining hall. All students have 17 all-you-care-to-eat meals a
week plus $500 Dining Plus dollars a semester.
 Mustang Money: Your card acts as a debit card on campus, and at local stores around the Morrisville area. You add
money to your account online.
 Campus Events: Bring your ID card to athletic games and on campus activities for free admission. You will receive
email reminders for special student events.
 Student Discounts: Showing your ID card will help you get a discount at many local area businesses, museums, and
restaurants, which is a great way to save some money! Being a student has many great advantages!
Cell Phones
Resident students will have the opportunity to get a free cell phone through AT&T© for use while
they are students at SUNY Morrisville. These phones include unlimited text messaging and
long distance calls within the continental U.S. Students may also choose to purchase a sim card
for an existing phone or add international calling to their phone plan at an additional cost. You
can learn more about this program at Orientation and online at http://www.morrisville.edu/
technologycenter/cellphones.aspx.
Banks
If you are interested in opening a U.S. bank account, there will be information available during your Orientation. Both
local and national banks will be available to answer questions and open accounts. You will need to bring your
immigration documentation (passport, I-20), student ID card, and contact information to open an account. Also bringing
along your credit/debit card (Visa, Mastercard, etc.) can make the process faster.
ATM Locations
To withdraw money from your bank account, there are ATMs located in the Student Activities
building, and also around town.
Sales Tax
According to New York State’s Department of Taxation and Finance, “The combined sales and use
tax rate equals the state rate (currently 4%) plus any local tax rate imposed by a city, county, or
school district. The combined rates vary in each county and in cities that impose sales tax.” (http://www.tax.ny.gov/
bus/st/sales_tax_rates.htm)
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Tipping
In the United States, you should leave a 15-20% tip for service in a restaurant (15% is for
acceptable service and 20% is for good service). Servers generally earn less than minimum wage
and depend on tips for their income.
If you buy your food at a counter (e.g. at a fast-food restaurant or a café), you do not have to
leave a tip. You might see a tip jar where you can leave some coins for excellent service, but it is
not required.
For other services – such as taxi service or hair styling – a 15-20% tip is typical.
When you are travelling, a standard tip for the person helping you with your luggage is $1 a bag, and the standard for
housekeeping is $2 per day and more for longer stays.
Smoking
SUNY Morrisville is a smoke-free environment. Smoking is prohibited in ALL college buildings including
ALL residence halls, ALL college vehicles, and within a 20 foot perimeter of ALL buildings.
Alcohol
Commons I and Commons II are the only residence halls that allow alcohol as long as you are at least 21 years of age,
the drinking age in the U.S. However there are restrictions on the amount of alcohol residents may possess. Students
caught drinking underage or supplying alcohol to others that are underage will be ticketed. This type of violation leads
to a campus judicial hearing and potential legal charges in Town Court.

Area Houses of Worship
SUNY Morrisville is located in a rural area but Central New York has a variety of religious centers. You can find
information on the Cazenovia, Morrisville, and Syracuse houses of worship at the following links:
Cazenovia and Morrisville Areas:
https://ceg-uk.sharefile.com/d-s4b9c6820b2a4f54b
Syracuse Area:
https://ceg-uk.sharefile.com/d-sf244e8aa9a24e528
Reflection Room
The Reflection Room at SUNY Morrisville is a shared space that is open to all students for meditation and prayer.
Students may request access through the Office of Residence Life in Crawford Hall.
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Transportation
There are many ways to get around on and off campus at SUNY Morrisville.
Morrisville Auxiliary Corporation (MAC) provides transportation to the campus community
through it’s MAX Shuttle Service. MAX Shuttle Service offers the following shuttle programs:
1. Daily Campus Shuttles are available during the week, after hours, and on the weekend. These shuttles help
students to get around campus and to local stores and eateries.
2. Shop n’ Ride Trips take students to grocery stores and shopping malls at least three times a week. These trips
normally consist of regular options to Walmart, Target, the Sangertown Mall (Utica), Wegmans, and cultural grocery
stores. Students also enjoy periodic trips to the Destiny USA Mall in Syracuse, NY.
3. Rides for Residents are offered for students that need to seek off campus healthcare. These can be arranged
through the Student Health Center or the ONCAMPUS SUNY Office.
Other transportation options:
4. Bicycles are available for use from Commons I. Students that decide to get their own bicycles are
welcome to use any of the bicycle racks around campus.
5. CoachUSA Bus Service offers daily trips to New York City from campus. The tickets may be purchased at
the Campus Store.
6. Zip Car has two vehicles on campus that students may reserve by the hour or the day to travel off
campus. The reservation cost includes a fuel card and the vehicle insurance. Students can use a valid
driver’s license (U.S. or foreign) to sign-up and become a member online at http://www.zipcar.com/
universities/morrisville-state-college.
7. Personal vehicles are allowed on campus. Students must report that they have a personal vehicle to
the ONCAMPUS SUNY Office and visit the University Police Office with their vehicle registration in
order to obtain a parking permit. Parking permits cost $90 + tax.
Things to Do
Morrisville is located in the heart of New York State in rural Madison County. There are
many opportunities both locally and in the surrounding areas to shop and explore. The
resources below include more specific information and ideas of things you can find to do in
Central New York.

Madison County - http://www.madisontourism.com/index.php/see-do
Visit Syracuse - http://www.visitsyracuse.com/
Oneida County - http://www.oneidacountytourism.com/
Hamilton, NY - http://www.thisishamiltonny.com/
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SUNY Morrisville is part of the State University of New York (SUNY). This group of sixty-four universities make up the
largest public university system in the United States. SUNY students have the opportunity to earn degrees in almost any
field of academic or professional study. Credits earned with a grade of C or better through the ONCAMPUS SUNY
program are transferrable to any of these sixty-four universities. When you graduate with a SUNY degree, you join an
alumni network of over 3,000,000 graduates that live and work around the world. Check out all that SUNY has to offer
at http://www.suny.edu/.
On the SUNY website, you can view each of the campuses (http://www.suny.edu/about/
campuses/) and search by your area of interest or intended major
(http://www.suny.edu/impact/education/programs/). The possibilities are endless. Kick
start your college search before arrival and prepare for your first meeting with our
University Success Advisor. The University Success Advisor works with individual
students to discover their goals and support them throughout the transfer application
process.
Our students have applied and been accepted into programs at the following SUNY schools based on
their chosen majors:







University at Albany
Alfred State College
Binghamton University
University at Buffalo
SUNY Cortland
SUNY Delhi







SUNY Environmental Science and
Forestry
Fredonia State College
SUNY Geneseo
SUNY Morrisville
SUNY New Paltz
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SUNY Oneonta
SUNY Oswego
SUNY Polytechnic Institute
SUNY Potsdam
SUNY Purchase
Stony Brook University

Student Health and Counseling Center
The mission of SUNY Morrisville’s Student Health and Counseling Center is to tend
to the physical and mental health needs of the SUNY Morrisville student body. All
students are encouraged to visit the Student Health and Counseling Center for any
non-emergency medical problems or illnesses they may have. They also encouraged
to call and make an appointment with one of the personal counselors to address
any emotional needs or potential difficulties in adjusting to the rigors of college life.
Our goal is to tend to student health needs, and in doing so, enhance the
educational experience here at SUNY Morrisville. Depending on the physical or
mental health need, language translation may be provided. For more information, visit: http://www.morrisville.edu/
health_center/.

Health Insurance
Health insurance is mandatory in the State of New York. You will automatically be
enrolled in the SUNY Morrisville health insurance plan through UnitedHealthcare and
covered by this health insurance for the duration of the ONCAMPUS SUNY program.

Dental Care
Dental care in the United States is expensive so we highly encourage you to visit a dentist before you leave
home, if you anticipate any dental concerns. The UnitedHealthcare health insurance DOES NOT include
dental coverage for students. The average out of pocket cost for a dental consultation appointment for a
student has been $100+.

REQUIRED Health Documentation
The Physical Examination and Immunization Form is REQUIRED BEFORE arrival. The SUNY Morrisville Student Health Center
will review your documentation and make sure that you are compliant with New York State law. If you are not cleared for
compliance before Thursday, January 10, 2018 you will NOT be allowed to arrive on campus.
Making an appointment with your doctor for a physical examination, immunizations, or a Tuberculosis (TB) test is easy to
coordinate at home with the help of your family. Bring a copy of the Physical Examination and Immunization Form to your prearrival doctor’s appointment. The SUNY Morrisville Student Health Center CANNOT complete your initial physical
examination, provide immunizations, or a Tuberculosis (TB) test on campus.
REQUIREMENTS:


Physical examination by a licensed medical doctor.



Proof of two doses of the Measles, Mumps, and Rubella (MMR) Immunization.



Proof of one dose of the Meningococcal Immunization OR if you choose to not get the Meningococcal Immunization you
must sign the refusal form on page three of the Physical Examination and Immunization Form.



Negative Tuberculosis (TB) Testing Results and if needed, further proof that you DO NOT have active Tuberculosis (a
chest x-ray may be required BEFORE arrival). ALL testing must be completed within 6 months of arrival.



If you are under age 18 - Parental Consent for the Care of Minors on page two

All forms must be completed in English and signed by a licensed medical doctor. For proof of immunization, you can have
your doctor fill out page five and/or you can email copies of your immunization record.
You MUST email your completed Physical Examination and Immunization Form BEFORE Thursday, January 10, 2018 to SSASUNY@oncampus.global. If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact us. We are here to help you prepare for arrival.
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Visa Requirements
It is important that you begin your visa application as soon as possible since the application process can take a long
time. Go to http://travel.state.gov/content/visas/en.html for complete information on the visa application and steps.
Documents you will need for your appointment:
 Passport
 Original I-20
 DS-160 (online application) completed
 1 - 2x2” photo
 Financial evidence which you provided to ONCAMPUS SUNY prior to receiving your I-20.
 Academic documents which you provided to ONCAMPUS SUNY as part of your application
(transcripts from previous schools, TOEFL/IELTS scores, etc.) ALL official exam score reports
must include a photo for verification.
Immigration on your arrival
When you arrive at your port of entry, your first airport in the U.S., you will need to pass through immigration. You will
need to show Customs officials the following documentation:
 Passport
 Visa
 Original I-20
 Proof of SEVIS payment
 ONCAMPUS SUNY Acceptance Letter
 Proof of Financial Support or Sponsorship
The U.S. Immigration officer may take your fingerprints and ask you questions about your reasons for studying in the
U.S. It is important that you can answer these questions in detail. Make sure you have all of your immigration,
academic, and health documents (checklist on page 31) in your carry-on luggage. If you are flying into the U.S.; you
will not have access to your checked luggage until you have cleared immigration. Failure to have the right documents
will result in delays or possible denial of entry into the U.S.
In addition, our partner university, SUNY Morrisville, has a useful webpage for international students:
https://www.morrisville.edu/international-student-services.
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Spring 2019 and Summer 2019 Semesters

January 2019
Friday - Sunday

January 11 - 13

Arrival Period

Monday - Friday

January 14 - 18

Orientation

Monday

January 21

Spring Classes Begin

March 11 - 15

Spring Break

Friday

May 3

Spring Classes End

Monday - Friday

May 6 - 10

Final Exams Week

Monday

May 20

Summer Classes Begin

Monday

May 27

Memorial Day - No Classes

July 4

Independence Day - No Classes

Thursday

August 1

Summer Classes End

Friday

August 2

Final Exams Day

Saturday - Sunday

August 3 - 4

Move Out Period

March 2019
Monday - Friday

May 2019

July 2019
Thursday

August 2019
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Physical Examination and Immunization Form
Email the Physical Exam and Immunization Form in English to the Student Support Advisor at
SSA-SUNY@oncampus.global AS SOON AS POSSIBLE and NO LATER THAN Thursday, January 10, 2019.



Housing Questionnaire
Email the Housing Questionnaire to the Student Support Advisor at SSA-SUNY@oncampus.global as soon as
possible. The earlier you submit the Housing Questionnaire the more likely you will get your first housing
choice. We cannot guarantee that your preferred choices will be available.



Laptop Questionnaire
Email the Laptop Questionnaire to the Student Support Advisor at SSA-SUNY@oncampus.global as soon as
you make your laptop decision.



Travel Questionnaire
Email the Travel Questionnaire to the Student Support Advisor at SSA-SUNY@oncampus.global by Monday,
December 31, 2018.

Arrival Checklist
Required for Customs at Airport - Place in Carry On Bag
Immigration:







Passport
Visa
Original I-20
Proof of SEVIS Payment
ONCAMPUS SUNY Acceptance Letter
Proof of Financial Support or Sponsorship

Academic:





Original transcripts from high school. (Official notarized translations
must be provided when originals are not in English.)
Proof of English Proficiency (TOEFL/IELTS Score Reports, WAEC Results,
etc.) ALL official exam score reports must include a photo for
verification.
Original university transcripts (if applicable)

Health & Safety:



Physical Examination and Immunization Form (Submit the electronic copy BEFORE arrival and bring the
original copy for your records.)
If applicable, approved medications and repeat prescriptions

ONCAMPUS SUNY

All of these documents must be presented in original form at
ONCAMPUS SUNY Registration. If you do not present the original
documents at Registration you will be jeopardizing your F-1 student
visa, transfer, and your standing in the ONCAMPUS SUNY program.
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SUNY Morrisville
Butcher Library - Room 207
80 Eaton Street
Morrisville, NY 13408
(315) 684 - 6899

ONCAMPUS SUNY is a part of
Cambridge Education Group

Cambridge Education Group
Kett House
Station Road
Cambridge
United Kingdom
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